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KOIZUMI'S FAILED REVOLUTION 

This book has analysed the poHtics of Koizumj's structural reform program 
against a general framework of hypotheses rhat posit the political conditions 
for economic reform. The study has thrown into stark relief the obstacles to 
reform that persist in Japan and which serve to override the many positive 
political conditions for reform that Koizunri has enjoyed. Despite widespread 
acknowledgment that radical reform is urgently needed, and despite a pro
active" pro-reform administration, Japan represents a case where econo,mic reform 
is being attempted Ot initiated, but the process remains superficial, partial, 
incomplete and unconsolidated. 

1b those sreeped in the assumptions of parliamentary democracy, particularly 
of the Westminsrer variety, snch lack of progress for a leader bent on reform is 
paradoxical. Surely, given Koiznmi's commitment to a genuine program of reform, 
he should nave much more to show for his efforts. The combination of sincere 
reform intentions plus limited outcomes can only be understood against the 
background of Japan's unique, and to Westminster eyes, unusual structure of 
policymaking. 1 The Japanese model of poJicymaking deviates from rhe 
Westminster system in that the power of the executive is undermined by two 
alternative power stroctures: the parry and the bureaucracy. They prevent rhe 
prime minister from exercising his rightful and proper authoriry and are thus 
the main factor stopping Koizumi from exercising sttong and effective leadership.2 
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Even those who were previously key players in the traditional policymaking 
structure acknowledge the source of Koizumi's difficulties. Former MOF 
Administrative Vice-Minister, Sakakibara Eisuke, has caHed it the 'party/ 
hureaucracy complex', which, according to lshizuka, 'lies at the heart of the 
LOP's old-style politics ... [and is] Japan's No. 1 enemy'." A former MITI 

Administrative Vice-Minister has reached much the same conclusion 

Although Prime Minister Juniduro Koizumi is now advocating structural reform, the dual 

PO'n'et structure made up of the government and the ruling coalition parries is unfortunately 

redudng the nation's capacity to make correct judgements of economic and social conditions 

and to create appropriate policies.4 

Koizumi is endeavouring to rid Japan of the instirurional legacies of rhe 

high growth era and to convert Japan from an interventionist declining srate 
into an expanding market-led economy. He is a genuine reformer who does 
not carry the usual LDP ba~e, Likely alrernatives as prime minister are all 

covert supporters of the status qWJ wearing the cloak of reformist rheroric. Under 
rheir stewardship the 'old economy' and 'old polirics' would quickly emerge 
triumphant,' 

Nevertheless, Koizumi's attributes will fail to make the difference. In 
attempting to realise his reform goals, Koizumi is pitted against roo many 

opposing power structures that represenr profoundly anti-reform interests. As 
a result. rhe Koizumi administration's reform outcomes will not be all that 

distinguishable from those of his predecessors. Authoritative executive leadership 
is needed for the Japanese government to carry through programs of 

deregulation, fiscal reconstruction and other pnlicy chang"s necessary to restore 
the economy to growth.' But, because Japan's political system is strucrured to 

undermine the power of the executive, prime ministerial leadership lacks power 

as an engine of reform.' Ineffective government thus compounds Japan's 

economic recession. As a result, solurions to economic problems continue to 
be delayed and postponed.' Koizumi needs a stronger power base from which 
to subdue rival power centres. In other words, Japan needs strucrurnl reform of 

irs political system before it can embrace Structural reform of its economic 
system. As former Prime Minister Hosokawa emphasises, 'The structute of 

power mURt change'.' At present Japan has a dysfunctional political system lO 

thar is incapable of achieving real reforms in spire of a reforming prime minister. 
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JapanTs economic future cannot~ therefore, be understood without 
comprehending its political system, rhe reason for its chronically weak executive 
and the reason why it is proving structurally resistant to economic reform. 
Because the political system is a drag on the economic system," Japan's economic 
crisis is in reality a political,sysrem crisis. Although Koizumi's performance in 

achieving his structural reform agenda and in reviving the Japanese economy 
should be evaluated separately,12 there is no doubt that the two are linked, 
particularly in the longer term. As Takenaka has observed: 'Structural reform 

is the key to fundamentally solving the problems besetting rhe Japanese 
economy'.13 Furthermore, 'Koizumi's prescription is the only scenario in which 
the Japanese economy can survive' ,14 Economic reform is thus critical to the 

recovery of the Japanese economy, but the political system is not delivering rhe 
needed changes. 

In SUIll, evaluating the prospects for the success of Koizumi's economic reforn1 

program requires an understanding of the political conditions thar may fuvour 
or hinder rhese reforms. Reformist leaders in democratic systems may nor have 
the support of power blocs who are in a position to obstruct reforms, wherher 
this power is formally defined in constitutions or rules, or informally exercised 

by convention. In Japan's case, a necessary condition for reform is for the 
executive to be able to exert its primacy in the policymaking process over 
entrenched policymaking structures in which forces opposed to reform are 

embedded. Koiznmi's push for refotm faces the de foeto veto power of bureaucrats 
and LDP politicians. 

Revamping the executive branch must remain an important goal of Japan's 

political reform process. Although rhe coalition parry configuration in the 
Diet assures passage of government legislation and thus supports a more assettive 
,,-xecurive leadership, the checks on the power of the prime minisret and cabiner 

are independent of parliamentary majorities, and lie in the ascendancy of rbe 
bureaucracy and party sub, groupings. Koizumi has not been able to achieve 

the establishment of an executive-led policymaking mechanism that circumvents 

tbe LDP and the bureaucracy and which has the power to impose its will on 

both these traditional policymaking structures. As Nakatani points out, Koizumi 
has 'failed to overhaul the decision,making process, the most important element 
of structural reform'." A top-down power structure will require changes to 

entrenched policymaking norms and cooventions, as well as the beefing up of 
independent policy advisory structures to support both the prime minister 
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and cabinet ministers. Sugimoto, for example; mistakenly argues that an 
increased role for individual Diet-member policy experts is a solution to excessive 
zoku power within the LDP.16 But the most appropriate solution in a 
parliamentary cabinet system is to reStore the rightful powers of the executive. 
If individual politicians develop their policymaking abilities, these could he 
pUt to the use of rhe executive by their selecdon as ministers or deputy ministers. 

If Koizumi can bring about this kind of political transformation he will 
have laid a solid foundation on which any reform-minded executive can build. 
But, if he fails, his likely successors may turn to a kind of populist xenophobia 
that conveniendy lays rhe blame fOr Japan's economic troubles on outside forces 
and which uses nationalism as a force ro gain public support in rhe absence of 
constructive policies. Thete have already been manifestations of this, with 
allegations that Japan's economic problems are really rhe United States' faulr 
and sympromatic of a US conspiracy to take over the Japanese economy by 
buying up its assets cheaply." As the economic crisis takes a higher social toll, 
the risks of xenophobic reactions rise. 

Given the mutual exclusivity of LDP interests and structural reform, a 
necessary condition for reform may be removing the LDP from power. The 
LDP represents the bloc votes of outdated, inefficient and protected indmtries 
which have drained the fiscal coffers dry and which cannot withstand the kind 
of market reforms that Koizumi is trying to institute. In this light, some are 
advising that Koizumi should split from the party and Jead a new opposition 
force in the Diet with a strong public mandate to effect reformY This might 
also unravel. the tight nexus between the LDP and the bureaucracy that protects 
vested interests. 19 The bureaucracy would lose its political base and main 
protector in the LDP.20 As Miyauchi has commented, Koizumi 'is trying IQ 

change rhe LDP from within, bur probably in vain ... It seems more reasonable 
to me for him to leave the party'.21 In an artide in the Sankei Shinbun on 4 
April 2002, Nakatani argued along similar lines that 

Ko11.urrU should leave the LDP, which is full of antireform politicians, and create anew political 
party with proreform lawmakas. He should then dissolve the Lower House for a snap election. 
After an del-lion, he should establish a stronger Cabinet with me same Vte\\'$ as the ruling 
parry. Unless the ruling party and the Cabinet have the same policy stance, the nverlap of 

power will continue to trouble the nation.;) 

Although Koizumi's power base in theory remains stronger if he stays in the 
party, which is the largest single party in the Diet and which is supported by 
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more Japanese people than any other,23 it is highly unlikely that he will be 
able to remain immune to the political pressure that party stalwarts will 
increasingly bring to bear on him if he stays within it. If he is 'captured' by the 
party and is forced to compromise too much on his program, he is finished as 
a reformer. AB Nakatani observes, 'tbe Koizumi Cabinet could revert to the 
traditional Japanese politics controlled by vested interests' 24 Shiozaki adds 
that he wants Koizumi to destroy the LDP before he, Koizumi himself, falls." 

One suspects, however, that Koizumi is content to be a 'reformer within the 

system' and that he prefers his LD P base over his commitment to reform. If 
the latter took priority he would show more courage in delivering ultimata to 
his own party: reform or else! The 'or else' would entail calling a general election 
to try and obtain stronger public endorsement for his reform program, 
establishing a pro-reform party of his own and gathering like-minded politicians 
from the LDP and opposition parties around him. When his public support 
was sky high, such a scenario was a real possibility, in which case, the Koizumi 
administration might have represented an opportunity for significant partisan 
realignment in Japan. This would have seen market reformers from the LDP, 
DPJ, Liberal and Conservative parties join up to confront the forces of 
conservative socialism. Because all these parties contain elements that span the 

market-interventionist spectrum, it might have been possible for such a shift 
to occur along economic lines, especially between parties' senior and junior 

members." The fact that Japan's party system has changed from a semi
permanent single ruling party system to a semi-permanent coalition party 
system in the 1990s also makes partisan realignment easier. Japan could have 
finally acquired a party that represents the broad mass of urban, consuming 
voters, particularly as the reformers would represent mainly urban 
constituencies. It would take such an event to create the much vaunted but 

aborted 'regime shift' of the early 1990s.27 

With the decline in Koizumi's popularity, however, splitting from the LDP 
has become less likely because Koizumi is on less sure ground within his own 
party and also amongst the opposition. There is less kudos for other Diet 
politicians to hitch themselves to the Koizumi star if he is no longer a star.28 At 
the crucial moment it would appear that Koizumi was not prepared to lay his 
political life on the line by calling an election based on a reform platform, 
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potentially sacrificing his links with mates in the LDP, striking om on his own 
and gatheting like-minded reformers around him. In this respect, Koizumi 
failed the test as a true reformer. 

Even if Koizumi fails, his efforts will nor have been totally been in vain. His 
administration ha, had a significance that is only now becoming apparent and 
will become even mort so in retrospect. First; Koizumt has shown in stark 
terms the de focto power of the LDP and the bureaucracy as discrete and 
independent sources of power in the policymaking process and as a major 
blockage to refotm of the economy. His experience undoubtedly signifies that. 
the dual LDP-bureaucracy structure of power is incapable of contemplating 
and cartying out reform. Koizumi has, therefore, driven home how the 
traditional policymaking system is contributing to 'Japan sinking' (Nihon 
chinbotsu),29 As long as this naditional machinery of government grinds on, no 
reforming prime minister, even one in the Koizumi mold, will be able to achieve 
substantial reform, Japan's current policymaking structure is incompatible with 
a thriving Japanese economy, 

Second, leaders without public appeal and public suppott who cannot relate 
directly to the Japanese people through the media will be short-lived and at a 
severe political disadvantage.l" Kiraoka suggests: 'The sryle of politics in whkh 
politicians speak only to insiders is".coming to an end'." Curds reaches the 
same conclusion, arguing that politicians henceforth will have to follow 
Koizumi's lead in being able to manipulare the media rather rhau manipulate 
the LDP factions. Jl Moreover, strong signs are emerging that leadership 
attributes are very important in attracting votes. As Kabashima and Imai's 
research has underlined, voting behaviour is being increasingly inflnenced by 
the image of the leader rather than the policies of each political party." 
Kabashima recently claimed: 'if a party appoints a young and talented person 
outside of Nagata-cho to tl,e top, the party can leap forward'.33 

Third, Koizumi has provided a Stfong example of a new style of prime 
ministership. He has operated as a top-down leader and exploited new powers 
of policy initiative centring on executive struCtures. For instance, he has made 
a lot more use of the CEFP than either of his predecessors. So he has effected 
political structural reform in a modest way and paved the way for a further 
strengthening of this system under a like-minded leader. 
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Overall, however, Koizumi is jusr a rransitional politician, Although definitive 
judgment on his structural reform program cannot be passed because it is still 
work-in-progress, and although Koizumi shows great will and detetmination 
to change Japan, he is a structural reformer who will not achieve structural 
retorm, 'W'hat he has done is show the way for fumre leaders to follow. As one 
Japanese policy researcher commented, Koizumi 'will be the man who starts 
the job of reform, but he won't be the one to finish it'." 

A scholar of Japanese history, Kaku K6z6, has observed that, 

even in a time of crisis in Japanese histor'J> a new hero does not emerge easily, The only times 
Japan succeedeo.d in rerorming quickly were the Mdj; Restoration and the Taika Reform of 

645AD, which shifted cemralised power out of the hands of indjvidual families. The point in 
common between the twO rdt~rms was gaiatsu: invasion from the Korean peninsula for the 

Taika Reform and Matthew Perry's 'black ships' for the Mdji Restoration, Only -after the 

Japanese have no way OUt of their trouble does a revolution break out. Then the people in 

power abandon their immediarc interests and refurm, These 's...~ips' w~u come soon. TheJ-apanese 

do not fed a crisis until it is upon them. ~5 
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